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Abstract

Wind power generation potential of Guangzhou has been analyzed based on the wind speed data collected in the recent 30 years. In order to make the results more accurate, the Weibull distribution function is introduced and the two parameters can be identified by CAD method together with local weather data available. By referring to the power characteristics of the wind turbines, the monthly and yearly operating probabilities and the output power under different heights are analyzed. Given by the above data and the power generation cost, it is proved that although the wind power resources in Guangzhou is not very ideal, it can also be utilized to generate power.
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1. Introduction

Guangzhou is one of China’s leading economic cities and a massive manufacturing center. Along with the rapid development of economy, the demand of energy, especially electricity, is also growing at a fast speed. As the conventional energy generation will inevitably cause the emissions of poisonous gas and the greenhouse effect, it is necessary to ensure rational utilization of renewable energy to help protect the environment. Wind power generation, as an important part of the renewable energy, is put emphasis on in the recent years all over the world. However, the study towards the wind power generation potential of Guangzhou is very limited. This paper aims to analyze the wind power generation potentials of Guangzhou by using the collected weather data and wind turbine characteristics.

2. Models for wind power potential analysis

2.1 Weibull distribution function

The wind frequency distribution is used to determine the probability under which one wind speed occurs. Among the many different ways used to build such a distribution, the Weibull distribution function, as expressed by Eq. (1), is proved to be a simple but efficient way to fit the real wind speed distribution. The two adjustable parameters, $k$ and $c$, can be identified by using the average wind speed $\bar{v}$ and the maximum wind speed $v_{\text{max}}$.

\[
f(v) = \frac{k}{c} \left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^{k-1} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{v}{c} \right)^k \right], \quad (k > 0, v > 0, c > 1) \quad (1)
\]

\[
c = \frac{\bar{v}}{\Gamma(1+1/k)} \quad (2)
\]

where $f(v)$ is the Weibull distribution probability of wind speed, $c$ is the Weibull scale parameter and $k$ is the dimensionless Weibull shape parameter.

The wind speed data is measured hourly and in a time segment $t$, the probability that the maximum wind speed $v_{\text{max}}$ occurs is expressed by Eq. (3) and the result is expressed by Eq. (4).
\[ P(v \geq v_{\text{max}}) = \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{v_{\text{max}}}{c} \right)^{k} \right] = \frac{1}{T} \]  

(3)

\[ \frac{v_{\text{max}}}{v} \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{1}{k} \right) = (\ln T)^{\frac{1}{k}} \]  

(4)

where \( \Gamma (1 + k) = \int_{0}^{\infty} x^{k} e^{-x} \, dx \); \( T = 24dv_{\text{max}} \); \( d \) is the number of days per month.

The parameter \( k \) can be calculated by the average wind speed \( \overline{v} \) and the maximum wind speed \( v_{\text{max}} \) while the parameter \( c \) can be determined by the Eq. (2). The Eq. (4) is a transcendental equation which can be calculated by using the computer-aided method, shown in the Figure 1. Eq. (4) can also be calculated by using the iterative method which is very complex for the hand-calculation. It can be seen from the Figure 1 that the calculated parameter \( k \) is exact until the 3rd decimal place.

2.2 Wind speed adjustment

Wind speed near to the ground changes with height following the exponential law, thus the wind turbine hub height has a great influence on the amount of energy generated by the wind turbines. To calculate the output power of wind turbine, it is necessary to convert the measured wind speed to the wind speed at the wind turbine hub height. The most frequently used expression is the power law, expressed in Eq. (5).

\[ v = v_{0} \left( \frac{h}{h_{0}} \right)^{\alpha} \]  

(5)

Where \( v \) is the wind speed at hub height \( h \) compared to the sea level, \( \text{m/s} \); \( v_{0} \) is the wind speed measured at the height \( h_{0} \) compared to the sea level, \( \text{m/s} \); \( \alpha \) is the ground surface friction coefficient, while it is about 0.107 at the sea surface, 0.146 at the weald and 0.25 at the town.

2.3 Two meaningful wind speeds

As the shape and scale parameter of Weibull distribution can be calculated, two meaningful wind speeds, the most probable wind speed \( v_{\text{MP}} \) and the wind speed carrying maximum energy \( v_{\text{MaxE}} \) can be obtained by the Eq. (6) (7).

\[ v_{\text{MP}} = c \left( \frac{k-1}{k} \right)^{\frac{1}{k}} \]  

(6)

\[ v_{\text{MaxE}} = c \left( \frac{k+2}{k} \right)^{\frac{1}{k}} \]  

(7)

\( v_{\text{MP}} \) denotes the most frequent wind speed for a given wind distribution function and \( v_{\text{MaxE}} \) represents the wind speed that carries the maximum amount of wind energy.

2.4 Power output characteristics of wind turbines

According to the wind energy conversion theory and the Bates theory, the amount of power that one wind turbine actually obtains is summarized in the following Eq. (8):

\[ P = \frac{1}{2} C_{p} \rho S v^{3} \]  

(8)

where \( P \) is the amount of power that one wind turbine actually generates, \( \text{W} \); \( C_{p} \) is the wind power coefficient, with a limit value of 0.593; \( \rho \) is the air density, \( \text{kg/m}^{3} \); \( S \) is the sweeping area of the wind wheel, \( \text{m}^{2} \); \( v \) is the wind speed, \( \text{m/s} \).

The Eq. (8) points out the relationship between wind speed and the power of wind turbines. The output power characteristic curve of wind turbines can be regarded as a 3rd power curve with constant parameters before reaching the maximum power point. This is also to say that \( C_{p} \rho S \) can be regarded as a constant. After the wind turbine reaches its maximum output power, the sweeping area of the wind wheel changes as a result of the change of the blade angle. Thus the output power of wind turbine stops increasing and begin to remain steady or a slightly decreasing. The output characteristic of wind turbines can be expressed in the Eq. (9).
The output power characteristic of the wind turbine and the Weibull distribution probability of wind speed, the energy that a wind turbine produces can be obtained by using the Eq. (10)

\[ \int_{v_{ci}}^{v_{co}} P(v) f(v) dv \]  

3. Analysis of Guangzhou’s wind power generation potential

3.1 Wind speed data of Guangzhou

The wind speed data collected during the recent 30 years in each city can be found online at the “China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System”. The weather station of Guangzhou locates at a height of 41 meters and it show that the average wind speed is 1.7 m/s and the average maximum wind speed in the 30 years is 19.1 m/s. Figure 2 shows the above data collected from that weather station in recent 30 years.

As shown in the Figure 2, the average wind speed in every month is among 1.5-2.0 m/s which is a low value and there is no significant differences of the average wind speed among different months. The average wind speed is low in June, July and September while the maximum wind speed in the three months is larger as a result of the frequent typhoons in Guangzhou. That is also why there are significant fluctuations of the maximum wind speed each year. In winter, to the contrary, the average wind speed is larger and the wind resources are relatively more abundant.

3.2 Weibull probability density function

The parameters of Weibull distribution can be obtained by the wind speed data available. The yearly wind probability density function of Guangzhou can be calculated by using the Eq. (1) (2) (3) (4) and the result is shown in Figure 3. As is shown in Figure 3, the most probable wind speed occurs at the wind speed less than 1 m/s which represents that the wind energy resources in Guangzhou is not an ideal resource for power generation. Using the equation (6) (7), the monthly Weibull function parameters are shown in Table 1.

3.3 Operating probability of wind turbines

The Weibull distribution density function gives the probability of the wind speed exceeding the value \( u \) and between \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \), given in the Eq. (11) (12).

\[
F(v) = 1 - \exp \left[ -\left(\frac{v}{c}\right)^k \right] \\
P(v \geq u) = \exp \left[ -\left(\frac{u}{c}\right)^k \right] \quad (11)
\]

\[
P(u_1 \leq v \leq u_2) = \exp \left[ -\left(\frac{u_1}{c}\right)^k \right] - \exp \left[ -\left(\frac{u_2}{c}\right)^k \right] \quad (12)
\]

Figure 4 shows the probabilities that the wind speed exceeding a certain value when the wind turbine hub height is 41 m compared to the sea level in Guangzhou. For most wind turbines, the cut-in wind speed is about 3 m/s which signify that the wind turbine will not generate power unless the wind speed exceeds 3 m/s. It is usually that the cut-out wind speed is about 20-25 m/s, and the probability of wind speed exceeding 20 m/s can be ignored. If 3 m/s and 20 m/s are regarded as the cut-in wind speed and cut-out wind speed, the operating probability of wind turbines in Guangzhou is 16.96% which signifies that the wind turbine will work 1486 hours/year. As wind speed is closely related to the wind turbine hub height, the operating probabilities of wind turbines under different heights can be obtained by the Eq. (5) and the \( \alpha = 0.146 \). The operating probabilities of wind turbines under different heights in Guangzhou are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the operating probabilities of wind turbines increase along with the increase of the wind turbine hub heights. In the wind turbine hub height of 200 m, the operating probability rises from 0.1696 to 0.2490.
which signifies that the operating hours rises to 2182 hours/year.

3.4 Analysis of energy generated by wind turbines

One frequently used wind turbine FD2.5-300, produced in the Inner Mongolia, is used as an example to illustrate the power generation situation. The cut-in wind speed, the cut-out wind speed and the rated wind speed of the wind turbine FD2.5-300 is 3m/s, 20m/s and 8m/s, respectively. The rated output power is 300W and the maximum output power is 500W. By using the Eq. (9) (10), the energy generated by such a wind turbine per month in Guangzhou at the wind turbine hub height of 41m is calculated, shown as in the Table 2.

From the Table 2, it is obvious that a yearly energy of 83.195 kW·h is generated by the wind turbine FD2.5-300 in Guangzhou; however, that number differs from the wind turbine hub heights. Figure 6 shows the energy generated by the wind turbine changes along with the wind turbine hub heights.

The wind turbine hub height has a great influence on the energy generated by the wind turbine, as shown in the Figure 6. As a result of the increase of the wind turbine hub height, the wind speed rises and the operating probability also tends to be larger. When the height reaches 200m, the energy that generated by the wind turbine will be 161.382 kW·h, nearly twice than that of at 41m.

3.5 The estimation of the generation cost

The cost of a wind turbine FD2.5-300 is about 2200 RMB and the typical service life of a wind turbine is 20 years, thus the wind power generation cost can be obtained by the following equation.

\[
m = \frac{M}{yW}
\]

(13)

Where \(M\) is the total investment of a wind power system; \(y\) is the lifetime of a wind turbine; \(W\) is the energy generated by the wind turbine per year.

If the cost for batteries and further maintenances are not counted into the investment of a wind power system, the wind generation cost under different heights are analyzed and shown in Table 3.

The data of Table 3 shows that the height of wind turbine hub is a closely related factor to the energy generated by the wind turbine. At the height of 41m, the generation cost is 1.322 RMB/kW·h. This figure falls to 0.68 RMB/kW·h at the height of 200 which is near to the cost of the commercial power.

4. Conclusions

This paper analyzed the wind power generation potential of Guangzhou. The Wibull distribution density function shows that the most probable wind speed of Guangzhou is lower than 3m/s and the wind energy resources in Guangzhou is not very ideal to generate power. The analysis of the operating probabilities proves that this figure remains between 0.17-0.25 which signifies that the operating hours per year is among 1500-2200 hours. The wind turbine hub height is proved to have a great influence on the energy generated by the wind turbine. The output power of wind turbines grows along with the rises of the height and the power generation cost decreases dramatically. The generation cost under a wind turbine hub height of 200m is close to the cost of commercial power. Thus although the wind resources of Guangzhou is not very ideal, it can also be utilized. As wind power is proved to be a kind of green and clean resource and has no pollution that will be produced during the conventional power generation process, moreover, the wind energy in the offshore areas is better than the inland, thus the Guangzhou’s wind energy also has a non-negligible utilization value.
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Table 1. The monthly Weibull function parameters of Guangzhou

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$v_{MP}$ (m/s)</th>
<th>$v_{Max}$ (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>1.838</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>3.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>1.074</td>
<td>1.748</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>4.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>1.280</td>
<td>1.727</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>3.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>1.172</td>
<td>1.690</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>3.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>1.784</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>4.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.879</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>4.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>1.928</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>5.439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.451</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.391</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>5.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1.805</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>5.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>1.874</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>4.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>1.826</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>3.915</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Energy generated by wind turbine FD2.5-300 per month

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Energy generated per month (kW·h)</th>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Energy generated per month (kW·h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>4.743</td>
<td>July</td>
<td>11.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>6.679</td>
<td>August</td>
<td>6.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>3.863</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>8.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>4.719</td>
<td>October</td>
<td>10.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>6.368</td>
<td>November</td>
<td>7.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>7.742</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>5.102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The energy generated under different wind turbine hub heights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heights (m)</th>
<th>Energy generated per year (kW·h)</th>
<th>Generation cost (RMB/kW·h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>83.195</td>
<td>1.322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>111.041</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>131.314</td>
<td>0.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>147.368</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>161.382</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The flow chart of identifying the Weibull parameter $k$ and $c$

Figure 2. The average wind speed and the maximum wind speed in Guangzhou.

Figure 3. Yearly wind probability density function
Figure 4. Probabilities of the wind speed exceeding a certain value.

Figure 5. The operating probabilities of wind turbines in Guangzhou at different heights.

Figure 6. The yearly energy generated by the wind turbines in Guangzhou at different hub heights.